What’s in Bloom at the Arboretum

Start by looking for names of plants that bloom in April, May, or June. Then, find and circle the names of 12 plants in the puzzle below. Names may go across, down, or diagonally.

Extra credit: Draw your favorite spring blooms using the photographs online as your guide.

Word Search

M C H E R R Y C N B
I H O A E O L A W Q
P A R L J U Z M D E
R I B L U E B E L L L
A L L I U M A L G O
Z E I G N A B L C R
A R V L F G Y I K E
L E X A Y N E A N S
E D W U R O S E Q E
A B S R K L C V T T
J U R E T I M D E E
U D E L P A W P A W